Rescinding Memo: Outdated Department of Corrections Directives

| Applicability: All staff (including contractors and volunteers) |
| Security Level: “B” – Anyone may have access to this document. |

Approved:

/s/ James W. Baker  9/14/2020  9/14/2020
James W. Baker, Commissioner  Date Signed  Date Effective

The purpose of this Rescinding Memo is to rescind the following thirteen (13) Vermont Department of Corrections’ (DOC) outdated directives:

1. #02 Policy Development, Implementation, and Management (Effective 05/27/08)
   - This document is outdated. It does not meet the current needs of stakeholders, particularly with regard to the balance of efficiency and timely adaptation to change in circumstances.

2. #206 Progress Reports (Effective 09/15/78)
   - This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current standards for communication between sites and Central Office, or existing technology.

3. #251.02 Cognitive Self-Change Files (Effective 10/01/98)
   - This document is outdated. The DOC no longer delivers the Cognitive Self-Change program.

4. #251.05 Intensive Domestic Abuse Program Files (Effective 10/01/98)
   - This document is outdated. The DOC no longer delivers the IDAP program.

5. #368.02.02 CSC Video Tape Protocol (Effective 11/10/00)
   - This document is outdated. The DOC no longer delivers the CSC program.

6. Interim Memo relating to #371.12 (Effective 3/26/13)
   - This document is outdated. The DOC no longer delivers the INDAP or CSC programs.

7. #305 Coordination with Vermont State Hospital (Effective 9/23/74)
   - This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice, law, or governmental organization.
8. #312.01 Vehicle Identification (Effective 7/02/01)
   • This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice.

9. #322 Detentioners/Safekeepers (Effective 1/30/87)
   • This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice.

10. #368.01 Waiver of Offender Fees for Contracted Intervention Services (Effective 8/01/02)
    • This document is outdated. The DOC no longer charges fees for these services.

11. #395 Work Release (Effective 3/08/76)
    • This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice.

12. #414.01.01 CERT Tactical Physical Fitness Standards (Effective 12/05/03)
    • This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice.

13. #423.01 DLS/DUI Mandatory Sentences (Effective 7/19/99)
    • This document is outdated. It no longer reflects current practice or law.

These directives shall be rescinded effective immediately.